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Important Dates 2021

Watch this space for future dates

 

Term 3

 

Friday 17th September - Last day of Term 3 (2.30 pm dismissal) 

 

Term 4

 

Monday 4th October - 1st day  of Term 4

Important Dates &  Information
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Lifting our spirits

Lockdowns don’t get easier the more we have them. Feeling �at or anxious?  It’s not hard to

be.  Being in lockdown can be overwhelming for a number of reasons.  I think I’ve read so

many lists on how to stay calm and healthy during lockdowns that every time I see a new one,

I start to feel overwhelmed just by the list!

I just think keeping it simple helps:  staying connected in whatever way possible, to friends

and family; staying as healthy, as realistically as is possible and don’t beat up ourselves if we

don’t reach it; and switching o� when you can.  Oh yes, and always enjoy a smile and a

laugh if it comes your way.

 

Our students lifting their spirits – and ours too!

This week to lift their spirits, the 3/4’s began celebrating Wacky Wednesday. Each week they

will have a new theme. This week, the 3/4 students noticed their teachers sporting Crazy

Hair and Silly Hats in the Google Meets on Wednesday, along with lots of our fabulous

students! Have a look at the photos and see if it lifts your spirits – it did mine!  Thanks 3/4’s

😊

Greetings from Kerrie (1)
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Greetings from Kerrie (2) 
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Mood boards with the 5/6’s

The 5/6's have been working hard to create

"mood boards" as inspiration for the props,

costumes and sets that they will use in their

performance of the school production.

These “mood boards” generate and convey

ideas about the style and feel of the

performance pieces. Can you guess where

one part of the 5/6 act will be located?  I

found myself falling into these gorgeous

collages put together by our students. 

Thanks 5/6’s, love your work 😊
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Thank you Lachlan, year 5/6 teacher

I would like to acknowledge the work of teacher, Lachlan McPherson who �lled in for Linda

Batten who had to take leave from the start of Term 3 due to an injury sustained during the

holidays.  Lachlan began working onsite with the year 5/6’s and then had to move quickly

into the remote learning as the snap lockdown was called.  I know the students have liked

Lachlan’s style and have respected his �rmness when needed.  Students have told me that

Lachlan was able to lighten the day with the odd joke or two as well.  Lachlan’s last day with

the students will be this Friday.

 

Welcome back teacher, Hilary Stack

Hilary will take over from Lachlan as teacher of Linda’s year 5/6 home group.  Unfortunately,

Linda’s injury has turned out to be been quite serious, and she will need much longer than

anticipated for rehab to ensure a full recovery. Consequently, she will not be able to return

the 5/6 class this year.  Hilary has taught at our school for a few years and was last in the 5/6

team in 2019 before returning to Ireland to see her family and continue teaching there.  She

has just recently returned from Ireland to resume her teaching career here in Australia. 

Hilary is looking forward to meeting 5/6L on Monday online as she taught some of these
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children when they were in year 4.  We warmly welcome Hilary back to the NPS teaching

team.    

 

Farewell and thank you, Gemma Perez-Blade

Gemma has worked at our school since last year, just prior to lockdown as a teacher aid. 

Gemma’s role has been to work alongside the classroom teacher to support students who

bene�t from additional support.  Gemma is so patient, kind and supportive and is well liked

by all children. Gemma’s next job is to work alongside young adults with disabilities, and we

know that she will be excellent at this too.  Thank you, Gemma, for your dedication and hard

work over the time you have been part of our school.  We wish you all the best with your new

job.

 

Keep looking out for each other everyone, this will end.

 

Warm Regards,

Kerrie

First and foremost, on behalf of the school council, I would like to extend our thanks and

gratitude to Kerrie for her 19 years of service to our school community.

 

Kerrie is the only school principal that I have experienced as a parent, which I’m sure is true

for many of us. A brave new world awaits us in 2022, with a new principal to be appointed,

ably supported by our amazing group of teachers. And while change can be concerning, I’m

con�dent we will �nd a great candidate to lead our school. On the topic of change, I have to

admit to being nervous earlier in the year when Ross �nished, given his long tenure at NPS,

but Melissa has done an admirable job of �lling his shoes. 

 

School Council Report
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As Kerrie mentioned in her note last week, School Council will have a representative on the

selection committee for the new Principal. This is a role we take very seriously given how

critical this choice is to the character of our school and the outcomes for all our kids.

 

And just a short note on lockdown 6.0. It’s hard. Hard for the kids to be away from their

friends and the full connection that can only come in person, hard for the parents acting as

teachers, hard for the teachers working in a virtual environment, and for the other sta� at

school juggling to keep up with constant change. We’re all doing our best to manage our way

through, and the most important thing we can do is to take care of ourselves and each other.

 

This will pass, and we will get back to normal. 

 

School Council Update

There are a number of updates to share from the last school council meeting (4/8/2021):

 

Building and Library Fund donation thanks

Can I say a big thank you to everyone who donated to the NPS Building and Library Fund in

the lead in to June 30. The last 18 months have been a tough time for so many people, to still

have generous souls contributing to the school is incredible. 

 

NPS Junior School Council congratulations

School Council would like to congratulate the NPS Junior School Council on their recent

Yellow Day fundraising event. Really great to see our students involved in this activity.   

 

Next School Council Meeting Date

1/9/2021 @ 7 PM virtually 

 

Sub-committee Information

 

Expressions of interest from parents for involvement in 2022 Fete & involvement in the

Community subcommittee

Community Subcommittee are seeking expressions of interest from the school community to

become involved in the Fete planning for 2022.

Community Subcommittee are also looking for new subcommittee members. Please contact

Convenor Michael Eva michaeleva@gmail.com if you are interested in becoming involved.

 

Parent Raised Funds Update

Parent Raised Funds
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Earlier this year School Council passed a motion to plan to spend the current balance of

Parent Raised Funds during the 2021 calendar year. This includes funds carried forward from

recent years, which we will be seeking to deploy to meaningfully improve the school

experience for our kids. 

Since then we have been working on prioritisation of projects from the School Master Plan,

with a view to beginning prioritized works as soon as practicable.

 

Treasurer Bio – Aimee Kinda

Earlier in the year we provided bios on the new members of school council, but at the time

we were still in search of a Treasurer.

I’m very glad to say that on the 28th of April, Aimee Kinda was appointed to the role of

Treasurer and has been doing an amazing job ever since.

We’re a little tardy in providing Aimee’s bio, but better late than never:

 

I’m Aimee Kinda, mum to Lenka (Hardie) in 1/2L and Marek who will start prep at NPS next

year. I work as a commercial barrister, and enjoy spreadsheets, reading and travel to warm

places during winter (border restrictions permitting). 

 

I am new to School Council, and new to the Treasurer role.  I’m looking forward to being

involved in this year’s priorities of improving the school grounds for our kids now that the
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renovations to the buildings have been completed, as well as everything else that comes up

this year.

 

I am very happy to chat with parents and members of our school community about things we

could and should be doing (or doing better).

Pupil of the Week - Week 4, Term 3

 

Prep

          00A - Anita                            - Theo A

          00R - Roisin                          - Penny C

 

Grade 1/2  

           12L - Laura                            -  Rosa M

           12O - Olivia                            - Alejandro IA

           12KB - Keziah / Brigit         - Max R

           12G - Leah                            - Jack H

           12S - Stephanie                   - Olivia B

            

Grade 3/4

          34N- Nicole                          -  Leo M

          34S - Steve                           -  Rory T

          34H Heather                        -  Clancy N

          34LP Lisa / Penny              -  Christopher F

 

Grade 5/6

Pupil of the Week
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          56L - Linda                           - Rosie E

          56M - Michelle                   - Ripley G

          56S  -Sharif                          - Phoebe M

          56J - Jennifer                       - Bridget S

Aidan S (12S) made an incredible dot art work this week. He spent a long time on mastering

his vision. Well done, Aidan! 

 

Student Art
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Amelia M (56M) Created a stunning optical illusion. She included shading to make her

sphere 'pop' out of her page. Well done Amelia! 
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Felix M (34L) and Uma N (34S) created optical illusions of their own hands. Amazing work

from the 34s! 

 

Claudia U (Prep A) has painted the sky! She used kitchen salt to create magical e�ects to her

painting. Well done Claudia! 
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Book Week
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Victorian Premiers' Reading
Challenge UPDATE
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Due to the current lockdown restrictions, the Trivia Night will have to be postponed

once again. Stay tuned for a new date in the near future.

Trivia Night - Postponed 

Northcote Primary School Tours
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Sunrise Preschool Thornbury 


